
 

  
Dearest Kelvinites,  

Inside this edition of the Jester you’ll find news of next season’s chosen plays, not 

to mention updates from our fabulous directors Ralf and Sue, as well as a message 

from the Chairman, information about the rehearsed readings and more.  

This is my last edition as I hand over the Jester to Geoff Collard and Jon Bard.  

I have enjoyed being co-editor for the last year and hope Geoff and Jon enjoy their 

new roles in Kelvin! 

Lucy 

 

October - November  
2017 Edition 



 

  

…From the Keyboard of the Chair’s Desk 

Hello and welcome and Happy New Year (well Happy New Kelvin Administrative Year)! 

If you didn’t make it to the AGM you missed a fun evening, seriously. Well, I had fun. 

So the awards were given out (more detail inside); Fran announced the exciting new 
2018 Season (details inside and on the Members’ website (kelvin-members.co.uk)*) 
including our return to the Tobacco Factory Theatres; Neil Bonnett and Rosie Closs were 
elected to committee as our new Company Stage Manager and Chief Marketing Officer 
respectively (thanks again to Roger and Sam for their work in these roles over the last 
year); Jacqs became a well-deserved Honorary Life Member and Mary McCallum was 
recognised for her 50 years active membership!!! 

If you haven’t already paid your subscriptions for the year, you need to get on with it. 
Contact Phil Joyner at membership@kelvinplayers.co.uk otherwise you’ll stop getting 
Digest and Jester and, more importantly you won’t be able to audition for anything! And 
looking at the forthcoming season, I think you’ll want to audition for something! 

However, before we rush too far ahead we still have the rest of this season to enjoy. 

If you don’t already have your tickets for Ralf Togneri’s production of A View from the 
Bridge (11th – 21st October) you need to get them now. You’ll not want to miss this 
production which could well sell out. 

You also get a chance to get special early bird tickets for Stobbsy’s production of On 
Golden Pond (12th -16th December) by credit card (!) at the studio during the run of 
‘View’. At the time of writing, Sue is still seeking an essential cast member for On Golden 
Pond. Billy Ray is the 12-14 year old boy in the production and we’re still on the hunt. If 
you know of any young lads who might be interested, please get in touch with Sue 
Stobbs (stobbsy@blueyonder.co.uk) 

Don’t forget that building work for the new Wesley Road extension starts mid-October 
and should be done by December. V exciting. 

We also have the Rose Bowl Awards ceremony in mid-October when Kelvin is up for 8 
(count ‘em) awards! Good luck to all the nominees. Let’s hope the awards ceremony is as 
much fun as our AGM! 

Get involved, get busy, get happy! 

Jonny Wilkinson 
Chairman  
chair@kelvinplayers.co.uk 

* password required (contact web@kelvinplayers.co.uk) 

 



 
A View from the Bridge Ralf Tagneri 

 

Only two weeks to go!  
 
The excitement is rising if the amount of laughter during rehearsals is anything to go by. I 
have directed comedies which raised few laughs among the cast. They are all working 
diligently, lines learned, books down, Brooklyn and Italian accents bubbling away nicely 
like a good, tasty stew. 

At this stage, when a play starts to come together as a single entity that looking back to 
auditions at the end of June we can see just what an amount of ground we have covered. 
I have loved working with this cast. There is so much talent on stage and everyone is 
giving of their best. 

Off stage, on the production side, all the roles are filled for the two week run. Some 
doubling up has been necessary and everyone involved has brought something to the 
play. There is a palpable Kelvin buzz. 

All we need now to realise our version of A View is an audience. This is where you, the 
Kelvin membership come in. First, come along. Tickets are available on line and by post. 
Bring a friend, or two, or three. Cajole your work mates to join the cast and crew for the 
telling of a powerful, emotional and relevant story for our times. Shakespeare and others 
writes about Kings, Nobles and the high ups of society. Arthur Miller shows us that the 
lives of even the lowest members of society are as complex and worth our attention as 
those above. 

Book your tickets on line at www.kelvinplayers.co.uk and don't forget you also get a Kelvin 
discount. What's not to like. 

We all look forward to seeing you there. 

 



  

 

 

 

 
  

 

A SHINY NEW SEASON 

Guess what I’ve got for you? YES! That’s right – you’ve read the heading and quite 

correctly surmised that it’s a Brand New Shiny Season announcement! Formally 

proposed and ratified at this year’s AGM, Kelvin’s 2018 season is now official and 

everything. So, in case you missed it, here are the crucial details of the five 

splendid plays coming your way next year… 

 

The Vagina Monologues by Eve Ensler  

February 14th – 17th and 21st – 24th  

Director: Rachel Fleming  

This bold and controversial show will be a fantastic opportunity for at least eight of our female club 

members to perform in one of the most important pieces of political theatre in recent times. It is primarily 

a collection of moving, humorous and deeply affecting stories, that will no doubt bring audiences flocking 

to our studio. Information about the Production Launch Night for this is coming soon. 

Knowledge and a Girl by Howard Barker  

April 24th – 28th  

Director: Sam Grayston  

According to Sam, this is ‘a fresh interpretation of the folk tale Snow White, with the legendary Wicked 

Stepmother at the centre of the action’. The language is poetic, crude, and entirely without punctuation. 

There is also sexualised content, so this is probably not a family show… There are ten great roles, 

evenly split between men and women, and Sam also added that the overall look will be ‘minimal, 

grubby, and depraved’. Good times!  

Anne Boleyn by Howard Brenton 

July 10th – 14th  

Director: Jacqs Graham  

Rather excitingly, this will be performed at the Tobacco Factory Theatre! A celebration of a great English 

heroine, this epic play dramatizes the life and legacy of Henry VIII’s notorious second wife. Large cast, 

period costume, and our second time in that amazing venue – there will be plenty of opportunities for 

members to get involved with this exciting production, which apparently, is also Kelvin’s 250th.  

The Effect by Lucy Prebble 

October 9th – 13th  

Director: Mat Rees  

This modern, thought-provoking drama, set during a drugs trial, is about what we consider the very 

essence of love to be; Mat describes the play as ‘tantalising, dangerous and funny’, and wants to stage 

it as a kind of mass medical experiment… There are four meaty roles for two women and two men, and 

it will be a fantastic opportunity for actors to work closely with each other on what is sure to be a very 

absorbing production.  

 

 

 



 

 

  

Going Postal by Terry Pratchett, adapted for the stage by Stephen Briggs 

December 5th – 8th and 12th – 15th  

Director: Tim Whitten  

Based upon the hugely popular book of the same name, this adaptation promises to bring the weird 

and wonderful fantasy Discworld direct to our studio theatre. Tim stated in his pitch that he would like 

to ‘go large’ with this show, so there will be puppetry, special effects, technical wizardry and a lot of 

unopened post. A cast of at least 16 – good mix of male/female and different ages, and a chance for 

some to brush up on their characterisation skills. Pratchett’s plays always sell well, so this is sure to 

draw in a new crowd as well as delight our loyal audiences. 

And that’s it! I hope you are as excited as I am by the coming year – plenty of amazing 

opportunities, onstage and off, for club members to show how brilliant they are. Please get 

involved with these fabulous productions one way or another, whether that’s acting, 

designing, building, promoting, stewarding, light/sound operating, writing, painting, 

costuming, making cups of tea, and even just supporting your fellow Kelvinfolk by coming to 

watch the performances. We can’t continue to be the best without you! 

Fran Lewis  

Artistic Director 

Nico Smith 

Nico has been a member before and really enjoyed it. She is keen to 

get involved with theatre again. Although her experience has mainly 

been as an actor, she has an interest in directing and set design. 

New members! 

Elizabeth Madgwick 
 

Elizabeth has recently moved to Bristol from London where she was an active member of theatre 
groups in Richmond and Twickenham over many years. She has experience in acting in a wide 
range of roles as well as front of house, bar, box office and ASM. Samuel Beckett is among her 

favourite playwrights and she would like to explore a diverse range of plays. 
She says she will bring energy, team spirit  and commitment to anything she undertakes. She hopes 

that Kelvin might be able to offer some training in stage fighting.  

Adelina Burns 

Adelina wants to be part of a troupe and she has lots of energy She has varied acting experience 

here and in France including playing a French maid (She is French so she has the accent). Other 

productions include “It Folds” at the “Old Vic”. She would like to develop her acting skill 

including articulation, elocution, voice projection and using the space. 

 



  

Hello all  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kelvin Quiz Night 
 

Hello Kelvinites!   
The grand plans for the extension of the building are well under way, but there is still a 

shortfall of funds. In order to try and raise some money for the building works, I am 
running a quiz night. 

 
When: Sunday the 29th of October from 7pm 

Where: Kelvin Hall 
Entry: £5 per person 

 
Come along at 7pm, get a drink from the bar, buddy up with five or so others to form a 

team, come up with a witty team name and get your thinking caps on! After five rounds, 
we’ll have a break so that you can replenish your empty glasses and eye up the other 

teams before the second half of the quiz. (Cheating is, of course, not allowed, but there 
are no rules against playing mind games with the other teams to make them think you 

know what you’re doing!) 
 

We want to raise as much money as possible, so I hope to see as many of you lovely 
thespians there as possible. It’s your club we’re trying to improve, so help from you is 

vital to make the improvements possible. 
 

Be there or be square! 
 

Anna Freire-Camacho 
 

 

Some of you may be aware of the constant 

struggle we have in finding space for all our 

‘stuff’. We ran out of storage space, years ago 

and now rent a damp church basement (for big 

stuff that’s not going to rot) but that is not a long 

term or large solution to the problem. 

Because of our considerable repertoire of work 

and the directing/acting skills within the 

company, we are able to mount a vast panoply 

of styles and periods of theatre which inevitably 

means that for a specific period production we 

may be looking for an unusual variety of props, 

furniture and costumes. From that perspective, 

it is always nice to have such interesting props 

and dressings within our own resources at the 

studio to save the time and expense of seeking 

to acquire them from outside sources (generally 

ebay!) 

However, we have no room left to store new 

acquisitions. 

It is and has been for some time, the generous 

nature of our members and Friends to donate 

scripts, clothes, furniture and props to Kelvin 

when the ‘big clear-out’ happens or when 

someone passes away. Don’t get me wrong. 

We’re grateful for such donations, particularly of 

unique or particularly interesting items. 

We do have a problem though when someone 

dumps something like a bag full of cardigans on 

the stairs to the balcony thinking we might find a 

use for them, or a box full of empty beer bottles 

etc. We don’t do house clearance. Firstly, if 

unexpected, they can cause a hazard, secondly 

someone then has to sort through them and, if 

valuable, store them (in space we don’t have) 

and then we’re faced with disposing of items 

which may be of no or little use. 

So this is a plea! This is not intended to stop 

donations of unique, antique or interesting 

props, or costumes, but I would ask that before 

you bring in a box or bag of stuff you no longer 

want, you consider whether it’s something we 

may be able to actually use and usefully store. If 

you’re not sure, ask the appropriate manager: 

Josh Arbon 
 
Josh joined Kelvin because it looked like the most serious/highest quality group in the 
area. He has been acting in multiple genres of play and musical for his entire childhood 
until university. Also he has ample experience designing, rigging and operating sound and 
audio FX. Although no expert, he also has experience on set builds/breakdowns, as well as 
painting etc.  

He appreciates how the success of a group is hugely dependent on the drive of the 
members and he will give us 100 %. As he works in wildlife film, he may be out of the 
country for some extended periods, but he will know these well in advance and not commit 
to anything he cannot carry through on. 

You sound like our kind of guy, Josh. 

 

Pamela Moline 

Pamela joined Kelvin because of our reputation and the quality of our production. She has 

varied experience including acting, stage management, directing at school and University, 

and lighting. She says she would help with set design and would like to develop her ability 

to take on accents. 

 



 

  

For those of you who weren't at the AGM on Sunday 24th September here's a little 
summary of what you missed. There’s an article about next year’s season elsewhere. 

Awards 

Congratulations to all the following members who won various awards at the AGM. The 
following Awards were presented: 

The Member of the Year Award 

· Member of the Year award 2016/2017 - Tim Whitten 

The June Wilson Cup for Best Cameo Performance 

· Liz Kelly for her role as the Gipsy in The Beaux’ Stratagem. 

The Milton Johns Award for Best Acting Performance by a male actor 

· Phil Joyner for his role as Ebenezer Scrooge in A Christmas Carol. 

The Higson Award for Best Acting Performance by a female actor 

· Fran Lewis for her role as Paige in Dinner 

The Kelvin Award for Best Director 

· Mary McCallum for Brief Encounter 

The Vice-President’s Cup for Best Supporting Performance 

· Sam Grayston for his role as Fred Jesson/Stephen Lynn in Brief Encounter. 

The Harrison Award for Technical Achievement 

This was a little awkward this year because there were few individual nominations but a lot 
for multiple roles like “Sound & Lighting” or “Set & Costume”, or “Sound and AV” 

· The winner was The Technical Team of for Sound, Lighting, AV, Live Music, Costume & 
Set for Brief Encounter. 

The Tim Stephens Award for Best Rehearsed Reading 

· Matthew Cotton for House of Leaves 

Life Time Honorary Membership to Jacqs Graham. 

And Finally, massive congratulations for her 50-years of active membership and thanks 
for all she’s done for Kelvin Players, Mary McCallum. 

 

 

AGM NEWS! 



 

  

Committee Changes  

Jonny has returned as chair (chair@kelvinplayers.co.uk) 

 Rosie Closs (replacing Sam Grayston) as Chief Marketing Officer 
(marketing@kelvinplayers.co.uk) 

 Neil Bonnett replaces Roger Shutt as Company Stage Manager: 
(stage@kelvinplayers.co.uk) 

Unchanged Committee Roles remain as: 

 Treasurer: Denise Jones (treasurer@kelvinplayers.co.uk)  

 Secretary: Peter Spence (secretary@kelvinplayers.co.uk)  

 Artistic Director: Fran Lewis (artisticdirector@kelvinplayers.co.uk)  

 Premises Manager: Dean Bentley-Hawkins (premises@kelvinplayers.co.uk)  

 Membership Development Officer: Rachael Lane 
(membershipdevelopment@kelvinplayers.co.uk)  

 Members' Representative: Alex Needham: (MembersRep@kelvinplayers.co.uk) 

There have been changes to Non-Committee Roles as well: 

 “Friends of Kelvin” Researcher – Teri Mohiuddin has taken this on to see if we can 
offer a better deal to Friends of Kelvin 

 Mailing Manager – Jacqs has kindly offered to take up this role 

 Social Media Managers – Simon Shorrock has taken on managing our Facebook 
content and Fran has agreed to manage Twitter for us 

 Video Co-ordinator – Kristian Baxter likes a challenge as has agreed to take this on, 
which leaves us with two roles to fill 

 Marketing Designer – Is still available. If you have design skills and want an 
opportunity to get involved with this aspect of Kelvin publicity, please get in touch with 
Rosie marketing@kelvinplayers.co.uk 

 Jester Editor. Geoff Collard and Jon Bard have agreed to step up to take on this 
essential role in keeping us all informed. Lucy has agreed to hang on for a couple of 
issues to help with hand-over. 

Details of unchanged non-committee roles are on the Members' website. 

I would like to thank all those who have undertaken sterling work on behalf on the club over 
the last 12 months and to wish them well over the next. Welcome to all those taking on new 
responsibilities. 

Congratulations all. 

Jonny Wilkinson 
Chair 

 

mailto:marketing@kelvinplayers.co.uk


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

I am pleased to say that I have now cast  
my play ‘On Golden Pond’ with the exception of the  
young boy aged 12 – 14 called Billy Ray.  
Hopefully this will be sorted in the next week or so.  
 
The following members will be played as follows: 
  

Norman              Phil Joyner 
         Ethel                    Mary McCallum 

             Charlie                 Alistair Hedderman 
        Chelsea               Fran Lewis 

   Bill                       Josh Cooper 
   Tel. Operator       Jenny Hills 

   
I am very pleased with this casting and would like to thank all those that were 
interested in the production and came to the read-through and auditions.  It can 
be difficult as a director to tell someone that they were not cast after 
auditioning so I hope that those who were unsuccessful are not too 
disappointed. 
  
Robin Bailey-Turner has been busy over the past few weeks creating a super 
set design for ‘On Golden Pond’ and Andrea Harrington has taken on the role 
of Producer. 
She is currently filling all the many technical posts and at present we have the 
following members who have volunteered to take on these roles. 
  

Stage Manager                 Tim Whitten 
                 ASM                                  Anna Freire-Comacho 

      Set Construction               Jonny Wilkinson 
   Costumes                         Jacqs Graham 

                Props                                Dean Bentley-Hawkins 
  
If you are interested in helping in a technical role then please do get in touch 
with Andrea (harrina@blueyonder.co.uk). We will also be looking for members 
to come and paint and help with construction on a Monday or Wednesday. 
Construction nights will start up shortly after ‘View From a Bridge’ so I will 
appreciate any help you can all give to what I’m sure will be  really lovely and 
endearing production and which I feel sure will do very well at the box office. 
  
Sue Stobbs 
Director 
 

On Golden Pond 

mailto:harrina@blueyonder.co.uk
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WANTED: PLAY PROPOSALS 

Dear Kelvinfolk  

The dust has settled on the 2018 season announcement and, rather greedily, I am now seeking 

play proposals for Kelvin’s 2019 season. I know, I know – it all seems quite far away, but rest 

assured, time marches on and soon, very soon, important decisions will have to be made and this 

is your opportunity to get involved.  

So, if you are considering directing a play for Kelvin, then please bear in mind that the deadline 

for proposals is 1st May 2018. I will, of course, be sporadically harassing you for submissions, 

and the earlier you submit, the higher in my estimation you will rise. Proposal forms and 

guidelines are available on the members’ website, and should you have any further queries, then 

feel free to get in touch.  

The numerically minded amongst you will have already noted that 2019 is Kelvin’s 90th year… I 

am certain that this warrants some kind of celebration, so keep yourself on tenterhooks until we 

have decided what that might be…!  

Many thanks in anticipation of a plethora of submissions 

 

Fran Lewis 

Artistic Director  

 

REHEARSED READING (“RR") DATES 2018 

 
Dearest fellow Kelvinians, 
 
How much excitement can you handle in one edition of The Jester? As well as 
having the season of main shows revealed to you, here I am giving you ALL the 
dates for Rehearsed Readings in 2018! That’s right folks, all the RR dates are as 
follows - including 2 launch nights (winter and summer) and 8 performance dates, 
stretching right through from the beginning of 2018 to the end (all these dates are 
Saturdays, as ever with RRs). Get those diaries out, and don’t put 'em away 
again until all ten of these beauties are firmly written in... 
 

27th January - Launch 
10th March 
14th April 
12th May 
9th June 

 
30th June - Launch 

8th September 
29th September 

20th October 
17th November 

 



 

  

Now then, the only catch with these (and the reason why I suppose 

it’s not quite as exciting as the main  

shows, hehe) is that no-one knows - not even  

my own self - what any of these performances  

will actually consist of yet. But hey, that’s where  

you come in, you glorious Kelvin membership!  

You see, I keep a list of potential RR directors  

constantly on the go, and when it’s time to fill  

up a Launch Night with confirmed directors, I  

contact everyone on this list and invite them to  

submit their idea.  

And rest assured, this process is nothing scary or intense (it’s way 

simpler than the APC pitches for the main shows) - yes indeed, the 

good old RRs are much more low-pressure little things. The hope 

and aim is for RRs to be a low-stakes and inclusive way of giving a 

go to anyone who wants one. 

So, what are you waiting for? If you’re sitting there reading this 

thinking, “Wow, well, I guess I might be up for 

 having a little go at directing something on this  

small scale…” - then the RRs are just for you, get in  

touch with me on the details below and I’ll add your  

name to my 'Potential RR Directors’ list. I’d imagine 

 I’ll start to look at filling the January launch late in  

November, so if your name is on my list then expect 

 to hear from me around then, with an invitation to tell 

 me about your RR idea. Directing a RR is a great 

 way to see how you feel about directing, and is 

 almost inevitably a necessary prerequisite for 

 directing a main show. And if you don’t really know what I’m on 

about here, perhaps if you’re new to Kelvin, you can read a bit more 

about the RRs on the Kelvin Members website 

here: https://www.kelvin-members.co.uk/rehearsed-readings 

All the best, fellow Kelvinians - see you in 2018, ideally ten times! 

Rick Procter 

RR organiser 

07941 878 460 

rick.procter@icloud.com 

 

https://www.kelvin-members.co.uk/rehearsed-readings
mailto:rick.procter@icloud.com


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Welcome to the Cosmic Gateway! 
 
It's a rainy wet evening. Saudi Arabia have just granted their womenfolk the right to finally 
drive cars. And I have been given the opportunity to direct The Vagina Monologues by Eve 
Ensler at the Kelvin Studios in February 2018. Woohoo! This is HUGE. 
 
The Vagina Monologues has been translated into over 48 languages and performed in over 
140 countries. It enjoyed a 10 year run in the UK, Mexico and France. This episodic play written 
by author, performer and activist Eve Ensler, is performed all over the world every single year 
in support of V Day and One Billion Rising, both global activist movements to end violence 
against women and girls worldwide. 
 
The play is funny, moving, sad and provocative. The  women's voices we hear talk of sexuality, 
joy, liberation, abuse and love. 
 
The LAUNCH NIGHT for this show will be on Sunday 19th November 2017 from 7.30pm in the 
hall at the Kelvin Studios. 
 
The tour de force that is Rachael Lane has kindly offered to MC the evening and we plan to 
have a bar to ease things along a little. I will be skilfully trying to lure potential partners in 
crime and sharing my vision for the show. 
 
So my invitation to you all would be, come along if you are actors, designers, techies, builders, 
light-beings, sound folk and everything in between. I am looking for an epic cast and a strong 
core tech, creative and production team to help me bring this award winning play to life.  
 
This evening will be designed to cover all aspects of the show. You will have the opportunity to 
meet others, pitch ideas, learn more about the play and so much more. It may be a great way 
if you were a new member to meet others and see how it all works in Kelvin World. It is our 
intention that all aspects of putting on a show will be covered. 
 
Auditions will be on the following week - Tuesday 21st and Thursday 23rd November in the 
Morris Room (7.30pm). 
 
I am so excited about this play and can't wait to share  
that with all of you. 
 
Look forward to seeing you there. 
 
Any questions then please get in touch via Facebook  
or email yogaforthesoul@hotmail.co.uk 
 
Rachel Fleming 

Director 
 

 

mailto:yogaforthesoul@hotmail.co.uk


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please note these next dates for your diary: 

11
th

-15
th

, 18
th

-21
st

 Oct    A View from the Bridge 

        Doors open from 7pm 

26
th

 Oct    Rehearsed reading  

Dirs. Ralf Togneri and The 

Writers’ Group    

 Doors open from 7pm 

29
th

 Oct       Kelvin Quiz Night from 7pm 

25
th

 Nov Rehearsed reading 

Dirs. Ben Culverhouse, 

Kristian Baxter and Rachael 

Lane 

Doors open from 7pm 

 


